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Hemingway was an American writer of novels and short stories. He had an adventurous 
life. He died in 1961.  
 
Much of Ernest Hemingway’s writing is based on his own 
adventurous life. He drove an ambulance in World War I and was a 
war correspondent in World War II and in the Spanish Civil War. He 
went hunting to Africa, was a deep-sea fisherman, and loved 
bullfighting. He was a hard drinker, a fighter, and was married four 
times.  

 

His books reflect his life and interests. His first 
success was "A Farewell to Arms" in 1929. It 
was about his experiences in Italy in World 
War I. "Death in the Afternoon" came out in 
1932. It was a study of bullfighting. "For Whom the Bell Tolls" tells of an 
episode of the Spanish Civil War. "The Old Man and the Sea" is about an 
old fisherman trying to catch a huge fish.  
 

Hemingway’s writing skills were rewarded with the Pulitzer Prize in 1953 
and the Nobel Prize in 1954. Despite his success, Hemingway became 
depressed by his drinking problem and his failing health. He shot himself 
in 1961.  

 
novel: fictional book 
success: achievement 
farewell: bye-bye 
arms: weapons 

experience: skill 
skill: knowledge 
huge: giant 
reward: prize 

despite: against 
fail: be unsuccessful, ruin 
health: in good shape 

 
 
Find the odd one in each line: 

 
 
Delete the titles which are not by Ernest Hemingway:  

From Russia with Love A Farewell to Arms  Death in the Afternoon Good Morning, America 
For Whom the Bell Tolls Jingle Bells All the Way  Fish without Bicycle Men Without Women 
Youth in the Desert Storm The Old Man and the Sea  The Snows of Kilimanjaro The Sahara Icebergs 
The Sun Also Rises Sail Along, Silvery Moon  Hell’s Backgarden  The Garden of Eden 
 

Ernest Hemingway William Faulkner Bernhard Shaw Donald Trump  Mark Twain 
gun rifle knife spear kiss 
novel reward story poem letter 
petrol whiskey gin brandy vodka 
lion tiger hippo elephant rabbit 
bullfight farewell good bye see you bye bye 
depressed sad unhappy miserable huge 
prize reward salary episode wages 
experience knowledge nonsense skill know-how 
huge minor giant mighty large 
catch grab seize release nab 
bullfight siesta Spain Barrier Reef Civil War 
death marry kill dead die 
Africa Spain  USA Italy Finland 


